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BLyS receptor signatures resolve homeostatically independent
compartments among naı̈ve and antigen-experienced B cells

Laura S. Treml 1, Jenni E. Crowley 1, Michael P. Cancro ∗
Department of Pathology, Room 284 John Morgan Building, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine,

3620 Hamilton Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6082, United States

bstract

The BLyS family of receptors includes two cytokines, BLyS and APRIL; and three receptors, BR3, BCMA and TACI. Together, these regulate the
ize and composition of peripheral B cell pools. The multiplicity of ligand–receptor sets, in conjunction with differential receptor expression, alter-
ative binding partners and disparate downstream signaling characteristics, affords the potential to establish independently regulated homeostatic

iches among primary and antigen-experienced B cell subsets. Thus, BLyS signaling via BR3 is the dominant homeostatic regulator of primary B
ell pools, whereas APRIL interactions with BCMA likely govern memory B cell populations. Short-lived antibody forming cell populations and
heir proliferating progenitors express a TACI-predominant signature. Further, within each niche, relative fitness to compete for available cytokine
s determined by exogenous inputs via adaptive and innate receptor systems, affording intramural hierarchies that determine clonotype composition.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily play
iverse roles in regulating the activities of both resting and acti-
ated lymphocytes [1]. This family includes two closely related
ytokines, B lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS) and a proliferation-
nducing ligand (APRIL), both of which are now recognized as
entral players in B cell development and homeostasis. Through
ifferential interactions with several receptors, these two ligands
rofoundly influence multiple aspects of B cell biology. Their
ctivities include mediating the selection, differentiation and
omeostasis of primary B cells; influencing the differentiation
f activated B cells; and controlling the generation and longevity
f memory B cells. These broad and largely B lineage-specific
ctivities, coupled with clear relevance to both autoimmunity
nd neoplasia, have focused intense scrutiny on BLyS, APRIL
nd their corresponding receptors. This concerted activity has
lready yielded considerable insight into fundamental aspects

f B cell biology and has revealed several promising thera-
eutic targets, prompting extensive review and commentary
2–28].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 215 898 8067; fax: +1 215 573 2350.
E-mail address: cancro@mail.med.upenn.edu (M.P. Cancro).

1 These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Currently, the most extensively studied biological activities
f BLyS family members are those associated with developing
nd primary B cells. This focus reflects the striking pheno-
ypic impact that knockouts and transgenics for certain BLyS
amily members have on primary B cell pools, as well as the
resumed relevance of these activities to tolerance and autoim-
une disease. In contrast, the nature and mechanisms through
hich BLyS family members influence antigen-experienced B

ell populations remain less extensively explored. Nonetheless,
everal mechanistic features drawn from studies to date are likely
ommon to all of these interactions. Foremost, the notion of
nterclonal competition underpins our perception of how this
amily controls B cell survival and selection. This idea holds
hat pool sizes can be controlled by limiting the amount or
vailability of cytokine, such that when cytokine consumption
quals availability, steady state pool size is achieved. Further,
uch competition implies that populations occupying indepen-
ent homeostatic niches can coexist in the same physical space,
o long as each population relies upon and competes for a dif-
erent cytokine (e.g., APRIL versus BLyS). A second important
eature of current understanding is that a B cell’s ability to
apture these signals is coupled to other cell-intrinsic signal-

ng systems, including innate and adaptive immune receptors.
ccordingly, signals via these exogenous sensing systems in

ggregate determine a cell’s relative fitness compared to others
ompeting for occupation of the same niche. Finally, differen-
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ial receptor binding activities, in combination with changing
xpression levels influenced by differentiation or cross-talk with
ther surface receptors, specifies the cytokine-delineated niche
ithin which each B cell competes.
While these general features of BLyS family activities have

een revealed through studies of newly formed and primary B
ells, only now are analogous properties being defined within
ctivated and antigen-experienced B cell populations. Herein,
e first overview the BLyS family members and key aspects of

heir actions on primary B cell populations. This is followed by
discussion of how activation-driven shifts in BLyS receptor

xpression are signature events that establish separate, intra-
urally competing cohorts during the initiation, progress and

esolution of immune responses.

. BLyS family of receptors and cytokines

Because of simultaneous initial reports, BLyS is also known
s BAFF, TALL-1, zTNF4 and THANK [29–32]. Likewise,
PRIL has several aliases: TRDL-1, TALL-2 and TNFSF13A

31,33]. Similar to other TNF members, BLyS and APRIL are
ype II transmembrane proteins that are proteolytically cleaved
o generate active soluble forms. In fact, APRIL appears to be
vailable only in soluble form because cleavage occurs in the
olgi apparatus [34], although alternative splice forms with dif-

erent properties are now being described (this volume [35]).
LyS also has at least two splice isoforms, one of which can

emain membrane bound and appears to inhibit the activity of
oluble BLyS [36,37]. Although homotrimers are thought to be
he predominant active forms, BLyS and APRIL can also form
iologically active heterotrimers both in vitro and in vivo; how-
ver, a differential function for such composites remains to be
dentified [38].

BLyS is able to bind three receptors: transmembrane activa-
or and cyclophilin ligand interactor (TACI), B cell maturation
ntigen (BCMA) and BAFF receptor 3 (BR3) [39–42]. Two of
hese receptors, TACI and BCMA, can also bind APRIL [40,43].
hese receptors are all type III transmembrane proteins pos-
essing extracellular cysteine-rich domains (CRDs) that mediate
igand binding. While TACI possesses two CRDs, BCMA and
R3 have only a single or a partial CRD, respectively [44,45].
his variation, along with key charge differences in binding
ite residues, allows widely differing affinities for the respec-
ive ligands. Thus, BR3 interacts solely and strongly with BLyS
46], as evidenced by affinity measurements as well as exten-
ive biological findings. BCMA, on the other hand, has up to
000 times greater affinity for APRIL than for BLyS, mak-
ng APRIL the more physiologically relevant ligand for this
eceptor [47,48]. Between these two extremes, TACI interacts
ppreciably with both cytokines, albeit with a somewhat higher
pparent affinity for APRIL [40,49]. Finally, sulfated proteogly-
ans have been shown to bind APRIL, and while some forms
f signaling occur through this interaction, the physiological

ole of this relationship remains to be clarified [50]. These bind-
ng characteristics, coupled with the diverse receptor expres-
ion profiles in various B cell subsets, provide a mechanism
or establishing non-overlapping niches of independent home-
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static control via BLyS–BR3 versus APRIL–BCMA interac-
ions.

Enabling additional permutations of independent but over-
apping control, the downstream mediators of each receptor are
istinct but interrelated and involve intersecting pathways used
y other key B lineage receptors. TACI interacts with TRAFs
, 5 and 6 and signals through NF-AT and AP-1 [39,40,45,51];
hile BCMA associates with TRAFs 1, 2 and 3 and activates
lk-1, JNK and p38 MAP kinase [45,52]. Both of these receptors
lso induce elements of the classical NF-�B pathway. In con-
rast, BR3 appears restricted to using TRAF 3 and preferentially
ctivates the alternative NF-�B pathway [53–56]. Thus, in addi-
ion to the differential expression of receptors and the varying
trength of each ligand–receptor pair, even the same cytokine
inding to different receptors will yield alternative outcomes.

These properties offer multiple levels at which BLyS signal-
ng can be controlled and refined. Certainly, receptor expression
nd ratio affect outcome, as might cross-talk between BLyS
eceptors themselves or with other cell surface molecules. Lev-
ls of the cytokines themselves may allow further manipulation
f the system, however both APRIL and BLyS are expressed
biquitously [43,57–61], making it unlikely that system-wide
ariations in cytokine levels differentially control local niche
election. Nonetheless, localized concentration differences in
pecialized anatomic sites may allow focal control of different
opulations. Inasmuch as both APRIL and BLyS are produced
y inflammatory cells, such local gradients are an appealing pos-
ibility but are difficult to interrogate. In contrast, the expression
f BLyS family receptors is clearly differentially regulated in
erms of developmental stages and subsets, as well as following
xogenous activation cues, making this a clear route of control.

. BLyS receptor expression in naı̈ve B cells and their
rogenitors

Current evidence suggests that BLyS family members play
ittle role in early B lineage commitment and differentiation.
hus, B lineage subsets prior to the bone marrow immature
tage (Hardy Fr E) show no BLyS binding activity [62], nor
o they express detectable levels of any of the three receptors.
n contrast, all B lineage subsets subsequent to successful light
hain rearrangement and surface Ig expression can bind BLyS
nd express one or more of the BLyS family receptors.

Within the immature bone marrow pool, minimal but clear
LyS binding is observed within the CD23− fraction, whereas

omewhat higher levels of BLyS binding are seen in the CD23+

ortion of this pool [62]. As these newly formed B cells exit
he marrow and pass through the transitional (TR) pools in the
pleen, BLyS binding capacity intensifies, reflecting increased
evels of both BR3 and TACI [62]. Whether this results from
he selection of cells with highest levels of receptor expression,
r instead represents bona fide maturation-associated increases
n receptor expression on a per cell basis, has not been rigor-

usly interrogated. Regardless of the exact mechanism, mature

cells in the follicular (FO) and marginal zone (MZ) com-
artments display the greatest and most sharply defined BLyS
inding capacities, reflecting uniformly high levels of both TACI
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nd BR3. Among these developing and mature primary B cell
ubsets, little if any surface BCMA expression is observed, sug-
esting BCMA is unlikely to be involved in the homeostatic
ontrol of these pools. This view is supported by the observa-
ion that no defects in the TR, FO or MZ pools are seen in mice
acking BCMA [62,63].

. BLyS–BR3 interactions govern TR success and
rimary B cell lifespan

Despite clear TACI expression among TR, FO and MZ B
ells, these subsets all appear normal or increased in both
ACI and APRIL deficient mice [64–66], indicating that
PRIL–TACI interactions are not critical to the generation
r maintenance of primary B cells. Nevertheless, more sub-
le developmental roles for this ligand–receptor pair, such as
epertoire selection or differentiation rate, remain possible. In
ontrast, the BLyS–BR3 axis is vital to the development and
omeostatic regulation of virtually all naı̈ve B cell subsets.
limination of BLyS, either through gene deletion or admin-

stration of soluble receptor that sequesters ligand, results in
arked reductions of both transitional and mature B cell num-

ers [42,67]. Similar results are seen with the elimination or
utation of BR3 [68,69]. The major mechanistic activity of
LyS–BR3 signaling appears to be survival: BLyS binding BR3
p-regulates pro-survival factors such as Mcl-1, A1 and Bcl-xL
70]. Without these signals, naı̈ve B cells undergo apoptosis at
n accelerated rate. Complementary studies demonstrated that
ugmentation of BLyS levels, from either exogenous supple-
entation or inclusion of a transgene, increased peripheral B

ell numbers [29,71]. These studies established the BLyS–BR3
xis as an essential modulator of the size of naı̈ve B cell pools.
hus, as B cells complete maturation in the periphery, they

ncrease BR3 expression and become reliant on BLyS for sur-
ival [62,68,71–74].

Two sets of experiments yielded definitive evidence that inter-
lonal competition for BLyS signaling through BR3 governs
rimary pool size by controlling TR differentiation and mature
cell lifespan. These involved mixed marrow chimeras and F1
ice between BR3-sufficient and BR3-insufficient donors or

arents, respectively [68]; and showed that BR3-insufficient or
aplosufficient B cells compete poorly in the presence of wild-
ype B cells.

This competition for BLyS–BR3 signaling at the TR stages
ritically impacts tolerogenic selection, and two studies have
irectly demonstrated that relative access to BLyS mediates the
ntrance of autoreactive B cells into the mature pools. Autore-
ctive B cells have a reduced lifespan when in competition with
diverse B cell repertoire [75], and are normally eliminated at

ither the immature BM or the TR developmental stages. Thus,
hen self-reactive cells that are usually eliminated at the TR

tage were placed in an environment of reduced BLyS availabil-
ty, they died at a greater rate than cells that were non-responsive

o self [76]. Moreover, in an environment with excess BLyS,
ither through exogenous administration or through a constitu-
ively active BLyS transgene, these cells were able to survive
nd compete effectively with non-self-reactive cells [76,77].
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hus, as the required minimum level of competitive fitness
s lessened by increased BLyS levels, selective stringency at
his checkpoint is relaxed and cells normally eliminated are
llowed entrance to the mature naı̈ve niche. The implications of
homeostatically adjustable checkpoint for autoimmunity and

herapeutics have been discussed elsewhere [78,79]. Within the
ontext of this review, these findings illustrate the three charac-
eristic features of BLyS family activity: differential receptor
xpression defining a pool’s primary regulatory cytokine (in
his case BLyS); the establishment of steady state “set points”
or pool size based on interclonal competition once consump-
ion limits available cytokine; integration with antigen receptor
ystems to modulate relative competitive advantage, coloring
he stringency of specificity-based selection. These features,
ell established within naı̈ve B cell populations, appear to be

eiterated in antigen-experienced pools—an observation which
emands further attention.

. BLyS receptor expression changes among
ntigen-experienced B cells

While the necessity for BLyS–BR3 signaling among naı̈ve B
ells is well-documented, the exact roles played by BLyS family
embers in activated cells continue to unfold. B lymphocytes

xpress a variety of surface receptors that govern the likelihood
f activation and induction of primary humoral responses. Liga-
ion of the prototypical B cell surface protein, the B cell receptor
BCR), results in widely divergent outcomes based on the avid-
ty and extent of BCR–ligand interaction per se, as well as the
vailability and timing of additional signals, including cognate
cell help, innate immune receptor ligation and the engagement

f other cell-intrinsic regulatory or costimulatory systems.
T-dependent (TD) responses generally involve FO B cells and

rise following BCR ligation and concomitant CD40–CD154
nteraction [80]. These responses are characterized by the emer-
ence of several functionally and phenotypically distinct B cell
ools and structures [81]: relatively short-lived primary antibody
orming cells (AFCs); germinal centers (GCs), where extensive
sotype switching and affinity maturation occur; and long-lived

emory B cells. In contrast T-independent (TI) responses do not
nvolve cognate T help and fall into two groups: TI-1 responses
hat are induced by polyclonal activators such as Toll-like recep-
or (TLR) ligands; and TI-2 reactions that involve extensive
CR cross-linking, usually by large polysaccharide molecules

82–84]. TI responses typically involve marginal zone or B1 B
ells and result in rapid AFC formation with limited isotype
witching. Further, TI responses lack robust GCs, and exhibit
either affinity maturation nor the establishment of effective
emory.
Based on these general features, it is clear that both TD

nd TI responses involve the formation of B cell populations
hose kinetics, selective criteria and lifespans differ strikingly

rom those of primary B cells. This necessarily implies that

ach of these newly created populations have, through ongoing
ntigen-driven differentiation, entered niches that are under
ndependent homeostatic control and prompts the question of
hat mechanisms underlie transit to these independent niches,
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s well as what role BLyS family members play in these
rocesses.

. Distinct BLyS receptor signatures are displayed by
C and memory subsets generated during TD responses

TD immunization elicits both rapid plasma cell differentia-
ion and antibody secretion, as well as the initiation of germinal
enters within the splenic B cell follicles [85–90]. During the
C reaction, these rapidly dividing B cells undergo somatic
ypermutation, generating novel BCR specificities. Those B
ells expressing BCRs with a high affinity for antigen relative to
he other cells in that GC are selectively preserved, while cells
ith mutations that either lower relative antigen affinity or yield

elf-reactivity perish [91–96], indicating competition within the
ircumscribed enviornment of each GC. While the molecular
asis for targeted, high-frequency point mutation events is now
eing elucidated [97–99], the mechanisms underlying subse-
uent affinity-dependent competitive survival remain unclear.

Compelling evidence supports the notion that BLyS and
ts receptors play a role in these phenomena. Studies in the
R3 mutant A/WySnJ mouse revealed normal primary IgM

esponses for both TI and TD antigens, but poor secondary
umoral responses and low serum antigen-specific IgG levels
100]. Moreover, poorly evolved, rudimentary GCs formed in
hese mice following immunization [74,101]. These data are
onsistent with other reports indicating compromised GC for-
ation in BLyS knockout mice, and when BLyS signaling is

mpeded or neutralized [101,102]. A role for BLyS in the appro-
riate evolution of primary humoral responses also comes from
ndings that suggest both BLyS and APRIL influence isotype
witching, either directly via mediators of switch recombina-
ion or indirectly by extending cell survival within expanding
rimary B cell clones [103,104]. We have recently examined
LyS receptor expression patterns on B cells following in vitro
ostimulation and on ex vivo GC B cells. Our results are in
ccordance with a role for BLyS–BR3 interactions in GC for-
ation and evolution, since BR3 is maintained at levels similar

o or higher than on resting FO B cells (Fig. 1), whereas TACI
s down regulated and BCMA remains essentially unexpressed.

Based on these observations, as well as the parallels between
elective processes operative during TR and GC differentiation,
t is tempting to speculate that the GC comprises a second
enue for BLyS–BR3 mediated competitive survival; where
he ability to compete for limited BLyS is based on optimal
CR ligation. While attractive, this model nonetheless raises

everal conundrums. First, inasmuch as the competition foster-
ng affinity maturation occurs within, rather than between, GCs
105–107], it requires a local mechanism for limiting or sup-
lying BLyS. The GC may afford tethering, sequestration and
resentation of BLyS by follicular dendritic cells, or these cells
ight themselves be rich sources of the cytokine. Second, while
CR stimulation can directly modulate BR3 levels [72], it seems

nlikely that this mechanism mediates selection in GCs, since
e have failed to observe GC cells expressing low levels of BR3

J.E. Crowley, unpublished results). While this could reflect the
apid removal of apoptotic cells, the critical determinants may
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nstead involve cross-talk between BR3-driven intracellular sig-
als and those of the BCR and other exogenous receptors. For
nstance, potent negative regulators of BCR signaling, such as
c�RIIB coligation [108,109], likely play a role in the nega-

ive selection within a GC and thus may intersect BR3-driven
urvival pathways either directly or indirectly. Examination of
LyS production, utilization and downstream signaling systems
mong GC B cells should provide insight into these and other
ossibilities.

Regardless of the mechanisms through which they are ini-
ially selected, the ultimate products of the GC reaction – long-
ived memory B cells – appear to have shifted markedly from
he BLyS–BR3 dominated primary pool to a BCMA-dependent
iche. The first evidence of this came from BCMA knockout
ice that, while displaying no abnormalities in primary B cell

umbers or immune responses, lacked long-lived bone mar-
ow plasma cells [110]. In accord with these findings, antigen-
pecific memory B cells that emerge from the GC reaction during
n ongoing TD response have clearly down-regulated BR3 and
ACI, and up-regulated BCMA (Fig. 1). Accordingly, it is highly
ikely that long-lived memory B cells are freed from competi-
ion with primary pools since BCMA, while able to interact
ith BLyS, likely uses APRIL as its primary ligand. The effects
f eliminating either APRIL or BLyS on pre-existing humoral
emory pools will be required to definitively interrogate this

ossibility. Should this prove the case, however, the potential to
electively eliminate primary, but not memory B cell compart-
ents or vice versa might afford attractive therapeutic strategies

n a variety of clinical scenarios.

. Short-lived AFCs and their immediate progenitors in
oth TD and TI responses display predominant TACI
xpression

In contrast to the kinetics of cells destined for memory com-
artments via GC mediated selection and differentiation, AFCs
re formed early in TD responses and wane rapidly. Interest-
ngly, these cells express a unique BLyS receptor signature that
s opposite that seen in GC cells: TACI is markedly up-regulated
hereas BR3 is down-regulated (Fig. 1). Interestingly, rapid

xpansion and differentiation into AFCs are hallmarks of TI
esponses, and a similar BLyS receptor signature is observed
mong these cells as well. Indeed, accumulating evidence
inks TACI with antibody formation and TI responses. TACI
nockouts fail to produce normal IgG3 and IgA levels when
timulated with the TI-2 antigen NP-Ficoll [41,65], although
heir responses to both TI-1 and TD antigens appear normal.

oreover, APRIL knockout mice have reduced IgA switching
104] and, conversely, APRIL transgenics show enhanced TI-2
esponses [111]. Since TACI is the only APRIL-binding BLyS
amily receptor expressed on primary B cells, these findings
trongly suggest a role for TACI–APRIL interactions during TI
ctivation. Consistent with this notion, humans with TACI muta-

ions that preclude APRIL binding fail to generate antibodies to
neumococcal vaccine—a classic TI-2 polysaccharide antigen
112,113]. The role of TACI in TI-1 responses is less clear. For
xample, while responses to TNP–LPS are normal in TACI defi-
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Fig. 1. BLyS receptor expression on antigen-responding B cell populations. Mouse splenocytes were analyzed by flow cytometry following NP-CGG immunization
and the following NP-binding B cell populations were discerned: short-lived antibody forming cells (AFCs) (day 7 post-immunization), germinal center B cells (GCs)
(day 7 post-immunization) or memory cells (MEM) (day 14 post-immunization) (based on the staining scheme of Driver et al. [81]). Mean fluorescence intensity
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MFI) was calculated for surface expression of each BLyS receptor as the differ
f each BLyS receptor on naı̈ve follicular B cells.

ient mice [64,65], we have found that TACI is preferentially
p-regulated following TLR-9 stimulation (L. Treml, unpub-
ished results).

While the exact role of TACI in B cell biology remains
omewhat enigmatic, the conspicuous association of a TACI-
redominant signature with rapidly expanding, short-lived pop-
lations suggests a role in controlling the extent and quality of
FC differentiation and/or expansion. In this regard, Huang et

l. have shown that BLyS stimulation allows splenic B cells
rrested at the G0/G1 checkpoint to enter G1, although con-
omitant BCR signaling was required for progression to S phase
114]. This cell cycle effect appears to function independently
rom the survival effects of BLyS, as the increase in cyclin D2
nd phosphorylated Rb occurred even in cells transgenic for
he survival factor, Bcl-2. These studies demonstrate that BLyS
eceptors are involved in cell cycle control; however, because
esting B lymphocytes express both TACI and BR3 [69], deter-
ining the exact BLyS receptors and B cell populations involved

emain important questions.

. Summary and perspective

Further analyses of the BLyS family should yield an under-
tanding of the molecular mechanisms that afford independent
omeostatic control of B naı̈ve and antigen-experienced pools.
hese insights should in turn yield the ability to precisely manip-
late or intervene in these homeostatic processes, suggesting
ovel diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic opportunities in
mmune deficiency, autoimmunity, neoplasia and vaccine devel-
pment.
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